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Wondrous Day - Cornet: Roland Erik Leidzén 5.59

Love’s Descent - Cornet: Roland Caleb Burgess arr. Coles 3.17

The Eternal Quest - Trombone: John Ray Steadman-Allen 9.30

The Acrobat - Trombone: John  John Greenwood 4.25

Crossroad - Cornet: Stephen Stephen Bulla 7.18

Sounds of Singing - Cornet: Stephen  Leslie Condon 9.43

You Are Always There - Vocal: Roger Peter & Hannete Jacobs arr. Phillips 4.13

Close to Me - Vocal: Roger  William Hastings/Andrew Blyth 4.43

Draw Me Nearer - Vocal: Roger  Fanny Crosby/David Catherwood  3.38

David of the White Rock - Cornet: Matthew Traditional arr. Ray Bowes 3.08

Tucker - Cornet: Matthew Erik Leidzén 8.50

Trumpet Call - Trumpet: Philip Kenneth Downie 5.32

Don’t Doubt Him Now - Cornet: Philip  Leonard Ballantine arr. Woodland  3.36

Total CD Playing Time 74.47
All tracks © SP&S except track 4 © Wright & Round and track 7 © Maranatha.

Executive Producer: Trevor Caffull
Audio Transcription: Daniel Lock
Production Manager: Nicki Tonge

Project Coordinator: Neil Brownless
Cover Design: Lloyd Hardwick
Artwork: GK Graphic Design
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It’s not surprising that the lyrical family values might also express themselves in vocal 
ability. Although no mean brass player himself, Stephen’s younger brother Roger was 
encouraged by his choral leader, Muriel Yendell, to develop the potential she felt he had 
as a vocalist. The three tracks by Roger on this CD, You Are Always There, Close to 
Me and Draw Me Nearer, bear witness to his naturally beautiful singing voice that has 
made an impact both as a soloist and as a member of The International Staff Songsters.

With such a heritage one might expect that Stephen’s sons, Matthew and Philip, felt 
obliged to follow in the family way, yet Matt was encouraged to get a good grounding on 
the piano before taking up the cornet. His contributions here show that this did not harm 
his eventual transfer to the cornet. The elegiac melody David of the White Rock is 
commonly associated by Salvationists with the words What a friend we have in Jesus but 
the tune goes back hundreds of years into Welsh folklore. Nevertheless it is a beautiful 
tune which suits Matt’s sound perfectly. In another Leidzén classic, Tucker, he shows that 
he is not short of facility either.  Yet this old solo is not simply a hackneyed ‘Air varie’ – 
listen to the slow minor variation to hear the depth of expression that has ensured this 
piece has stood the test of time. 

The youngest artist on this CD is Philip who, according to his father, was too young to 
start playing the cornet but “we couldn’t stop him playing”. Now, as Principal Trumpet 
of the London Symphony Orchestra, he still takes his place in the Hendon Corps band. 
His two solos, Trumpet Call and Don’t Doubt Him Now, are taken from his first 
solo album, accompanied by Cory Band under the direction of his father, and they clearly 
show why he was snapped up by the famous orchestra on the day he graduated from the 
Guildhall School of Music.

As you listen to this unique collection of solos presented by members of one family, 
it is their wish that, alongside the enjoyment that it brings, you will also reflect on the 
Christian motivation that has inspired their gifts for so many years.

Dudley Bright

A personal reminiscence
It doesn’t seem possible but, in a period of six decades, I played in Hendon Salvation 
Army Band under a Bandmaster Cobb. In the 1940s it was B/M Fred Cobb, who had held 
that position since 1913. In the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s it was B/M Roland Cobb.  Also in 
the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s it was B/M Stephen Cobb.  What a privilege!  All three very 
different in many ways, but each had a great influence and were very much ‘in charge’.

F.H, as he was affectionately known, was more than a gentleman: he was a gentle man who 
was steeped in Salvation Army tradition and certainly set standards of Salvation Army 
deportment and all the details that can make a band special. Roland probably brought the 
musical standard forward a great deal, as near as was possible to be in line with the high 
standard he set for himself. Having served with him in Her Majesty’s Welsh Guards Band, 
and knowing his reputation there for sheer consistency, it was sometimes very difficult for 
mere mortals to try to achieve!

Stephen, the third member of the trilogy (if Bandmasters can be grouped as such) became 
Hendon Bandmaster almost ‘under protest’ (his own protest) for it was possibly the very 
last thing that Stephen wanted at that time. Over more than 35 years it has seemed to me 
that it was the best move ever. Just picture over those years the huge influence Stephen 
has had over hundreds of male and female young Salvationist musicians.

Now on to John Cobb: what a pleasure it was for me to sit next to him in Hendon Band, on 
the trombone side of the band, even when we had to suffer the probably necessary slings 
and arrows from his brother, Roland! 

In the same generation as Stephen there is Roger, who has found his niche in the vocal 
line of the band, featuring as a vocal soloist in programmes and on recordings over the 
years, bringing his own quality and style to every item. In the most recent generation we 
have Matthew and Philip who have appeared in the last 20 years, since I moved away from 
Hendon.

So we have the Cobb Family, and for me they have been a part of my life from dear old Fred 
right through to now, 2014 – over 70 years!                                           

Tom Lynch
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It is not uncommon for families to become prominent in Salvation Army corps for several 
generations.  At the beginning of the 20th century the Doe family were not only significant 
in the North London corps of Hendon but also ran a successful butcher’s business. Little 
could they know that, by advertising in the Army’s Bandsman and Songster magazine 
for a master butcher, they would be paving the way for another family to play a unique 
role in the musical life of the corps for over a hundred years. The new employee was 
Fred H. Cobb whose parents had been pioneer Salvationists in the Minster town of 
Wimborne in Dorset. Very soon his leadership qualities were recognised and he was 
appointed Bandmaster in 1913, a position he held until he retired in 1947.  Although this 
CD does not feature him in any direct way, his personal and Christian qualities have been 
handed down through the family and have motivated subsequent generations of Cobbs 
into becoming outstanding musicians. Indeed, the leadership of the corps band has been 
held for most of the next hundred years by his descendants. In addition, for over fifty 
years, members of the family have taken their place in the Solo Cornet section of the 
prestigious International Staff Band, often as Principals, and wider afield the name Cobb 
has become much respected in the professional music world.

Post war military service saw Fred’s sons Roland and John make their impact with the 
Band of the Welsh Guards and the Central Band of the Royal Air Force respectively. It was 
perhaps as Principal Cornet of  The International Staff Band (ISB) that Roland became best 
known, where his flamboyance and impeccable sense of style soon prompted composers 
such as the Swedish-American Erik Leidzén to write for him. In Wondrous Day, Leidzén 
developed the traditional variation type solo into a musically satisfying form with shapely, 
melodic solo lines and interestingly colourful accompaniments. This recording was made 
in 1957 and was one of the last Regal Zonophone 78rpm issues, entailing turning the disc 
every three to four minutes. Roland brilliantly featured this solo on the ISB’s extensive 
tour of America in the same year. Predating the recording of Wondrous Day by some 
six years, Roland’s musicianship and sound were heard to great effect  in a recording of 
Bramwell Coles’ lovely transcription of pioneer Salvationist Caleb Burgess’ song Love’s 
Descent. 

John Philip Matthew

StephenRoger



It was on this same tour of America that his brother John featured the trombone solo 
The Eternal Quest. Ray Steadman-Allen’s solo brought a completely new shape to solo 
writing. Gone was the theme and variation form with its gratuitous technical display and 
in its place a deeply moving narrative.  Although written for Maisie Ringham to première 
at the ISB’s Golden Jubilee Celebrations at the Royal Festival Hall in 1953, it had never 
been recorded before. Plans for Maisie to record the groundbreaking solo had been 
changed when Erik Leidzén visited London and conducted a studio recording of Maisie 
playing his Concertino for band and trombone instead. It was therefore this live recording 
of The Eternal Quest that brought the classic to a wider audience. However it is in 
this rare BBC radio recording of John playing The Acrobat with the RAF Central Band 
that John’s best qualities shine through. The band itself became a hunting ground for the 
London orchestral profession and John was soon in demand for the orchestra of the 
Royal Opera House. Perhaps leadership qualities inherited from his father led him into 
the administrative side of the profession and he was for many years on the personnel 
management of the London Symphony Orchestra, The English National Opera and finally 
the London Philharmonic Orchestra.

Taking over leadership of Hendon Band from his father in 1979 Roland’s son, Stephen, 
had become Principal Cornet of the ISB during the preceding year.  The band’s annual visit 
to London’s Regent Hall had always been a showcase for new music.  As a consequence, 
Stephen found himself having to prepare a new solo by Stephen Bulla in less than three 
weeks. Crossroad quickly became a favourite of the soloist, combining sometimes gritty 
contemporary language with beautifully reflective sections to pack a powerfully spiritual 
message. Sounds of Singing was the result of close collaboration between Stephen 
and the composer Leslie Condon. Whilst exhibiting all the hallmarks of Condon’s best 
imaginative style, the solo at the same time pays tribute to the great cornet solos of Erik 
Leidzén. Used as a secondary theme in Wondrous Day, the chorus How I love to sing 
is reunited with its verse and used as the main theme in Sounds of Singing. Condon’s 
treatment is tailor made for Stephen’s sweet lyrical style. The perceptive listener will hear 
the values of sound and lyricism passed down from his father. 

Håken Hardenberger with Roland conducting Solna Brass

Matthew and Philip playing for their grandfather

Stephen with Ray Bowes and the ISBBernard Snell, Stephen, Roland and Terry Camsey

Roland
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